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Abstract
This paper presents a general, rigorous, and fault-tolerant framework for maintaining consistent mean and covariance estimates
in an arbitrary, dynamic, distributed network of information processing nodes. In particular, a solution is provided that addresses
the information deconﬂiction problem that arises when estimates from two or more diﬀerent nodes are determined to be inconsistent
with each other, e.g., when two high precision (small covariance) estimates place the position of a particular object at very diﬀerent
locations. The challenge is to be able to resolve such inconsistencies without having to access and exploit global information to
determine which of the estimates is spurious. The solution proposed in this paper is called Covariance Union.
Ó 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a general, rigorous, and faulttolerant framework for maintaining consistent mean and
covariance estimates in an arbitrary, dynamic, distributed
network of information processing nodes. In particular,
a solution is provided that addresses the information
deconﬂiction problem [18] that arises when estimates
from two or more diﬀerent nodes are determined to be
inconsistent with each other, e.g., when two high precision (small covariance) estimates place the position of a
particular object at very diﬀerent locations. The challenge is to be able to resolve such inconsistencies without
having to access and exploit global information to determine which of the estimates is spurious. The solution
proposed in this paper is called Covariance Union (CU).
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the motivation for developing modular, decentralized data fusion networks and discusses the
challenges that they present. Section 3 describes some of
the traditional motivations for representing information
in the form of mean and covariance estimates. Section 4
describes the Kalman ﬁlter and the limitations of its use
for distributed data fusion. Section 5 describes the Co*
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variance Intersection (CI) data fusion mechanism and
explains how it circumvents the limitations of the Kalman ﬁlter. Section 6 discusses the limitations of CI with
respect to fault tolerance, and the CU mechanism is
introduced to address those limitations. Section 7 provides a detailed example of how the combination of CI
and CU supports general, fault-tolerant, distributed
data fusion. Section 8 summarizes the contributions of
the paper and their applications to related problems.

2. Modularity and distributed data fusion
Modular design is one of the most established and
successful methodologies in engineering for dealing with
the complexities of extremely large systems. The basic
idea is to construct complex systems from well-deﬁned
functional components (modules) that can be interconnected through relatively simple interfaces. Some of the
beneﬁts of modular design include:
1. The ability to decompose a large design problem into
smaller design problems that are separately simpler
and more manageable.
2. The ability to localize a system problem by testing
and verifying the performance of its component modules in isolation.
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3. The ability to replace an individual module with an
improved (though functionally equivalent) module
without regard to the global structure of the system
of which it is a component.
4. The ability to construct increasingly more complex
and powerful modules from simpler modules to support the design of complex systems at higher levels of
abstraction.
5. The ability to incorporate redundant functional modules to provide robustness to component failures.
6. The ability to incrementally construct, improve, or
adapt a large system by introducing or changing only
a small number of components.
Although the above beneﬁts are readily achieved in a
wide variety of physical systems (examples range from
articles of clothing to hydro-electric dams), they are
diﬃcult to attain in the case of modular, or distributed,
information processing systems [8,29].
In a distributed data processing system, modules
perform information processing functions and are
connected together by communication links. An example of such a system is a distributed sensing network
in which diﬀerent sensor nodes exchange measured
information about an object or process of interest
[7,19,29]. In principle each sensor node should be able
to incorporate the information from other nodes to
construct a better estimate of the state of the object or
process than what is possible from its local sensor information. More generally, modularity should be expected to provide:
1. An ability to easily incorporate more sensor modules
into the system to produce improved estimates of the
state of the observed object or process.
2. An ability of the system to function after the loss of a
sensor module (or link) with a performance degradation commensurate with the quality of the information produced by the lost sensor.
Unfortunately, the above characteristics can be diﬃcult to achieve [3,8,29]. The reason for this is that although the information processing nodes may only
communicate locally with a small number of other
nodes, the information that is processed may propagate
globally throughout the system. Consequently, information that is processed at a particular node and communicated to the network may subsequently be received
again by that node in some form, so feedback eﬀects
determined by the global connectivity of the network
must be considered. The problem is that such global
inter-dependencies can violate critical conditions necessary to realize the beneﬁts of modularity and decentralization [7,13,19,22,29]. In order to understand these
conditions, it is necessary to understand how information is commonly represented, processed, and combined/

fused in large-scale applications. These are the subjects
of the following two sections.

3. Information, uncertainty, and data fusion
Determining how to represent information and uncertainty is a key ﬁrst step that impacts all aspects of the
data fusion problem. The vast literature on ﬁltering,
control, and data fusion includes many Bayesian approaches for fusing information represented in the form
of probability distributions or probability density functions (PDFs). The principal diﬃculty associated with
such approaches is that in practice it is rarely if ever
possible to use a ﬁxed number of parameters to represent the complete statistical relationship that exists
among a set of state variables necessary for the application of BayesÕ rule. 1 Consequently, Bayesian methods
either incur unbounded computational demands or must
apply approximations. Unfortunately, deriving approximations with rigorous performance guarantees seems to
be no less challenging, so Bayesian methods are typically
applied in violation of assumptions that are critical for
mathematical rigor and then supplemented with heuristic tuning mechanisms.
Although heuristic methods can be empirically tailored to function eﬀectively in certain restricted applications, there are many contexts (e.g., novel, stressing,
safety-critical) in which rigorous performance guarantees must be maintained. This has motivated attempts to
develop alternative formalisms for representing information. One alternative to maintaining a full PDF is to
determine speciﬁc properties of an unknown error distribution that can be maintained with a ﬁxed number of
parameters as new information is incorporated (or
fused). Absolute error bounds are statistical properties
that can be used to characterize uncertainty without a
complete PDF. For example, if the uncertainty associated with each measurement of the ðx; yÞ position of an
object has known error bounds in each coordinate, i.e.,
deﬁnes a rectangular uncertainty region, then a fused
estimate can be constructed by determining the rectangular intersection of the set of measurements. What is
important to note is that the rectangular fused estimate
is represented with the same constant number of parameters as the measurements it summarizes, and the

1
Unless the PDFs associated with n measurements are deﬁned in
the same state space and are of a special form, e.g., Gaussian, then the
conditional PDF can be expected to require OðnÞ parameters to specify
exactly. It is not generally possible to ‘‘compress’’ the PDF parameterization; however, it is possible to maintain a discretized approximation. This approach was developed in the 1960s [5], but
computational costs prevented it from being practically applied until
the 1990s [23].
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error bounds are guaranteed to be faithful if the bounds
associated with each measurement are faithful.
If the uncertainty associated with measured information can be eﬀectively represented in the form of a
bounded region in the state space of interest, then a fully
rigorous and practical data fusion mechanism is available. The problem is that there is no general empirical
method for determining maximum possible errors needed
to establish the bounds. If the errors are approximately
Gaussian distributed, for example, then taking larger
and larger sequences of measurements of the error
process will lead to larger and larger estimated bounds.
What is needed is a property of the unknown distribution that is empirically measurable.
An estimate of the squared error, or covariance, associated with measurements from a particular sensor can
be modeled empirically by examining measurements
taken of reference objects whose true states are known.
This permits an error covariance matrix to be associated
with subsequent measurements of objects whose true
states are not known. For example, the measured position of an object in two dimensions can be represented
as a vector a consisting of the objectÕs estimated mean
T
position, e.g., a ¼ ½x; y , and an error covariance matrix
A that expresses the uncertainty associated with the estimated mean. If the error in the estimated mean vector
is denoted as ~
a, then the error covariance matrix is an
estimate of the expected squared error, E½~
a~
aT . The estimate is said to be consistent (or conservative) if and
only if A P E½~
a~
aT  or, equivalently, A  E½~
a~
aT  is positive deﬁnite or semideﬁnite (i.e., has no negative eigenvalues). 2 The full estimate of a targetÕs state is given by
the mean and covariance pair ða; AÞ.
An error covariance matrix can be used to summarize
the contributions of a wide variety of diﬀerent sources of
estimate uncertainty. For example, if the position of a
person ﬂoating at sea after an accident is reported by the
pilot of a search aircraft, a mean and covariance position estimate can be constructed by combining the range
and bearing estimates given by the pilot with estimates
of the aircraftÕs absolute position and orientation from
onboard systems. Covariance estimates are readily
available from most GPS and inertial sensors and can
(after appropriate transformations) be summed, but the
covariance contribution from the pilotÕs report may be
more diﬃcult to assess. In some applications it may be
derived doctrinally from ensemble averages of the historical performance of pilots in training and exercise
experiments and then scaled to account for other factors
2

Note that the terms ‘‘mean’’ and ‘‘covariance’’ as deﬁned here do
not refer to the same statistical entities assumed in Bayesian derivations of the Kalman ﬁlter [17]. In this paper there is no statistical
property associated with mean and covariance estimates beyond the
deﬁnition of consistency. Information on the positive deﬁnite ordering
can be found in [9].
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such as inexperience, environmental conditions, and the
quality of the observation, e.g., a long and focused observation versus a brief observation under duress. In
other applications the covariance may be derived from
the pilotÕs own estimate of positional uncertainty. 3 In
the end, however, the only requirement for estimate
consistency is that the sum of all error covariances never
underestimates the actual squared errors associated with
the mean estimate.
The use of covariance matrices to represent uncertainty provides:
1. A measure of uncertainty that can be empirically determined for practical measuring devices/sensors, i.e.,
it does not have to be assumed a priori as in the case
of the bounded error representation.
2. A measure of uncertainty that is extremely general,
i.e., is deﬁned for almost any practical error distribution, as opposed to absolute bounds that often do not
exist.
3. A measure of uncertainty that has a ﬁxed number of
parameters depending only on the dimensionality of
the state space of interest.
4. A measure of uncertainty that can be linearly transformed without any other knowledge about an underlying PDF, e.g., if the mean of an estimate ða; AÞ
is transformed as Ta, then the covariance is TATT
[1,17].
5. A measure of uncertainty that can be maintained in a
conservative ‘‘upper bound’’ form that avoids the
need to determine exact statistics about an unknown
error distribution [11].
In addition to the above characteristics, the mean and
covariance representation of information is also extremely ﬂexible: the mean vector may consist of purely
quantitative variables that are measured or estimated,
or it may contain descriptive attributes assigned by a
human. For example, in a health monitoring application
the state variables may relate to the heart rate, blood
pressure, and blood oxygen levels of a patient undergoing anesthesia. In a law enforcement application, a
criminal suspect database may contain vectors of attributes from eyewitness descriptions that include variables
such as height, weight, and colors of eyes, skin, and hair.
The entries in the error covariance matrix for a given
suspect description not only encode the uncertainty
(variance) for each of the variables (height, weight, etc.),

3
It is common for pilots to associate probability containment ellipses
with their position estimates. For example, a 95% containment ellipse
is interpreted as the region in which the observed object is expected to
be found with a 0.95 probability. Probability containment ellipses can
be directly converted into covariance matrices. (An example of the use
of containment ellipses and covariances for multi-source error analysis
in civilian air applications can be found in [30].)
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they also encode information about their relationships.
For example, if a suspect is described as having a
‘‘medium build’’, then a relationship is deﬁned between
the height and weight variables. Therefore, if a potential
suspect is slightly taller than the height estimated by the
witness, then the weight should also be slightly greater
than the estimate of the witness to be consistent with the
description of a medium build. 4 Such covariant relationships are encoded in the cross terms of the covariance matrix.
In some applications uncertainty cannot be adequately represented in the form of a single mean and
covariance estimate, e.g., when the true state of the
object or process of interest is determined to be in one
of multiple discrete or localized ‘‘modes’’. Such cases
of multi-modal uncertainty are commonly addressed
using track splitting or multiple hypothesis methods that
associate a mean and covariance estimate with each
mode. Extremely sophisticated theoretical and practical
frameworks have been developed for maintaining and
updating mean and covariance estimates in multiple
hypothesis tracking systems [1,2,15,20,21,26,28]. Until
recently, virtually all such systems depended on a single
mechanism for fusing multi-source mean and covariance
information: the Kalman ﬁlter.

4. The Kalman ﬁlter and distributed data fusion
Given two mean and covariance estimates ða; AÞ and
ðb; BÞ, the data fusion problem of interest in this paper
consists of determining a fused estimate ðc; CÞ that is
guaranteed to be consistent and summarizes the information in the two estimates with error (in terms of the
size of C) that is less than or equal to that of either estimate. If the two estimates are consistent and presumed
to be statistically independent, then a joint estimate can
be constructed as
  

A 0
a
:
ð1Þ
;
b
0 B
~ denote the errors in the respective
Letting ~
a and b
mean estimates, the key property of the joint covariance
estimate is that it satisﬁes
#

 "
A 0
E½~
a~
aT 
0
P
ð2Þ
~b
~T  ;
0 B
0
E½b
where the RHS matrix represents the true but unknown
joint error covariance, which has zero cross covariance,
E½~
a~
bT  ¼ 0, due to the assumption of statistical independence. The estimated joint covariance is a conservative estimate of the true joint covariance because in
4

The Mahalanobis distance measure, discussed in Section 6, can be
used to assess similarity between mean and covariance estimates.

practice A > E½~a~aT  and B > E½~b~bT . The latter inequalities hold by design in that intentional eﬀorts are
made to ensure that estimate error covariances do not
underestimate the actual squared errors associated with
sensor and kinematic models.
Given a consistent joint covariance for two given ddimensional estimates, the Kalman ﬁlter deﬁnes the
optimal linear projection of the 2d-dimensional joint
estimate back to the d-dimensional state space of interest. The result of the Kalman projection is a mean
and covariance estimate ðc; CÞ that represents the optimal fusion of the two given mean and covariance estimates. In fact, if there is no additional information
available (e.g., distribution information), then the Kalman fusion estimate is optimal according to virtually
any error criteria [17].
In the case of statistically independent estimates
ða1 ; A1 Þ; ða2 ; A2 Þ; . . . ; ðan ; An Þ, the Kalman fusion equations have a particularly simple form [17]


1
1 1
C ¼ A1
;
ð3Þ
1 þ A2 þ    þ An


1
1
c ¼ C A1
ð4Þ
1 a1 þ A2 a2 þ    þ An an :
If its underlying assumptions hold (i.e., consistency
and independence), then the above Kalman equations
ensure that the fused estimate ðc; CÞ is consistent, and
C 6 Ai 8i; 1 6 i 6 n. However, any presumption of statistical independence in practical data fusion contexts
should be carefully considered. Speciﬁcally, virtually
any sensor is subject to time-correlated errors induced
by the particular conditions of its use (e.g., changes in
temperature, platform vibrations, relative humidity),
and errors associated with the non-linear transformation
of its measurements (e.g., from local spherical coordinates to a global coordinate frame) are deterministic and
therefore non-independent.
If estimates ða1 ; A1 Þ; ða2 ; A2 Þ; . . . ; ðan ; An Þ are each
consistent, but not completely uncorrelated, then it is
possible for the Kalman fused estimate ðc; CÞ to be inconsistent. In fact, if Ai ¼ ~ai ~aTi 8i; 1 6 i 6 n, then any
degree of correlation guarantees inconsistency, i.e.,
CjE½~c~cT . The key point is that a Kalman fused estimate is not guaranteed to be consistent even if each of its
given estimates are consistent. The reason why the
Kalman ﬁlter fails is because although two given estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ may be individually consistent,
the implicit joint covariance may fail to be if independence is assumed when the cross covariance between the
estimates is X ¼ E½~a~bT  6¼ 0. Speciﬁcally
"
# "
#
E½~a~aT 
0
X
E½~a~aT 
j
:
ð5Þ
0
E½~b~bT 
XT
E½~b~bT 
In other words, the Kalman ﬁlter fails to produce a
consistent fused estimate only when the implicit joint
estimate is inconsistent. Although the Kalman ﬁlter
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equations are very simple and elegant for uncorrelated
estimates, more complicated equations can be derived to
accommodate any consistent joint covariance with
known cross covariance X 6¼ 0 [11,17]. Therefore, the
Kalman ﬁlter can be used to produce consistent estimates as long as the given estimates are consistent and
their cross covariance is known. Unfortunately, this
poses signiﬁcant challenges. The ﬁrst challenge is that
the cross covariance information must in principle be
determined exactly. This can be seen from an examination the diﬀerence between two joint covariance matrices with diﬀerent cross terms

 
 

A X
A Y
0
XY

¼
:
ð6Þ
XT B
YT B
ðX  YÞT
0
The diﬀerence matrix is not positive semideﬁnite for
any case in which X 6¼ Y. The need for absolutely perfect cross covariance information presents diﬃculties
when estimates are the products of non-linear operations (e.g., coordinate transformations, kinematic time
projections, human-derived estimates) because the error
processes are not perfectly modeled. For example, the
same approximate non-linear transformation equations
may be applied to convert diﬀerent radar observations
of an object to a common coordinate frame, so the errors committed are clearly not independent, but it may
not be possible to determine exact cross covariances.
The other challenge posed by the Kalman ﬁlterÕs need
for exact cross covariance information is exempliﬁed by
the general distributed data fusion application described
in Section 2. Speciﬁcally, if nodes in a network are
permitted to freely receive, fuse, and transmit estimates,
then any estimate received at a node may be correlated
to an arbitrary extent with the nodeÕs local estimate of
the state of the object or process of interest. This situation precludes use of the Kalman ﬁlter [13,29].
Many attempts have been made to circumvent the
problems associated with the Kalman ﬁlter in distributed data fusion contexts by limiting the proliferation of
redundant information [19,29]. One approach is to only
allow the propagation of raw sensor estimates that are
uniquely tagged or otherwise controlled so that nodes
can avoid redundantly incorporating the same estimate
[19]. Unfortunately, such an approach eliminates the
ability to distribute derived information. For example,
each node may have local capabilities that allow it to
extract more information from a set of received sensor
measurements than what is possible at other nodes. If
composite estimates cannot be transmitted, then no
other node will be able to exploit the derived information.
An intuitively appealing approach for permitting the
propagation of composite estimates is to associate lineage or pedigree information with each estimate that
allows its cross covariance with other estimates to be
determined before fusion with a Kalman ﬁlter [22].
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However, it has been proven that in a general network
(e.g., one with cycles), any such scheme will succumb to
combinatorial computational complexity [29]. The conclusion of the analysis in [29] is that no Bayesian-based
data fusion mechanism, nor any other mechanism that
relies on correlation information, can be used in a general decentralized data fusion network. This conclusion
suggests the need for an alternative fusion mechanism
that does not require information about the statistical
relationships that exist among consistent estimates.

5. Covariance Intersection and distributed data fusion
It turns out that the pessimistic analysis in [29] regarding the application of the Kalman ﬁlter for general
decentralized data fusion hinges on an implicitly assumed formulation of the Kalman fusion operation.
Speciﬁcally, it is assumed that when the Kalman ﬁlter is
to be applied to combine two estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ,
the relevant joint covariance must be of the form


A X
;
ð7Þ
XT B
where the cross covariance X is either known exactly or
else the Kalman ﬁlter equations cannot be consistently
applied. However, if it is possible to deﬁne a joint covariance M with diagonal blocks MA > A and MB > B
such that


A X
MP
ð8Þ
XT B
for any possible instantiation of the unknown cross covariance X, then the block components of M can be
incorporated into the structure of the Kalman ﬁlter
equations to yield a provably consistent fused estimate
ðc; CÞ. The critical question is whether a provably consistent joint covariance M can be constructed that yields
a useful fused estimate, i.e., one with less associated
uncertainty. It turns out that it is possible, and the resulting data fusion mechanism is called Covariance Intersection (CI) [25].
CI operates by determining the consistent joint covariance M for which the Kalman ﬁlter equations yield
the best possible fused estimate ðc; CÞ according to a
ﬁxed measure of covariance size, e.g., minimum determinant. A particular covariance measure is necessary
because there is not generally a unique consistent joint
covariance that is minimal in the positive deﬁnite ordering. For example, there may exist two consistent joint
covariances M1 and M2 such that M1 iM2 , M2 iM1 ,
and no other consistent joint covariance M3 exists such
that M3 6 M1 , M3 6 M2 . Therefore, if a fused estimate
ðc1 ; C1 Þ is derived from joint covariance M1 , and ðc2 ; C2 Þ
is derived from joint covariance M2 , the estimate ðc1 ; C1 Þ
will represent the fused estimate if detðC1 Þ 6 detðC2 Þ.
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Although the joint covariance structure underpins the
formal analysis of CI (see Appendix A), the actual
product of the CI fusion algorithm is just a non-linear
mixture of the information contained in the given estimates that are fused. However, the mixture has characteristics that are distinct from those of the Kalman
ﬁlter. For example, if two estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ are
given, and A ¼ B, the Kalman ﬁlter will exploit assumed
statistical independence to produce a fused estimate with
covariance C ¼ 12 A. Because CI does not assume independence, and therefore must be consistent even for the
case in which the estimates are completely correlated, its
fused estimate has C ¼ A. This is exactly what is required to ensure consistency in a distributed data fusion
context in which a node may receive redundant copies of
the same estimate.
In the case of estimates in which A < B, CI cannot
assume any information contribution from the estimate
ðb; BÞ, so the fused result is ða; AÞ. If AiB and BiA,
then one estimate has a smaller covariance with respect
to some combination of the state variables and the other
estimate provides a smaller covariance for a diﬀerent
combination. In this case CI combines information from
the two estimates to produce a fused estimate that is
superior to either of the given estimates. More speciﬁcally, CI by deﬁnition determines the consistent joint
covariance that yields the smallest possible fused estimate covariance according to the speciﬁed measure.
Any consistent joint covariance is suﬃcient to produce a fused estimate that guarantees consistency, but it
is also necessary to guarantee non-divergence. A fusion
rule is deﬁned to be non-divergent if and only if it never
produces a fused estimate that is worse, according to
some ﬁxed criterion, than either of the given estimates
that were combined to produce it [25]. More generally,
the fusion rule should ensure non-divergence over a sequence of fusion operations. For example, if an estimate
is maintained of the position of an object of interest, the
quality of the estimate should be monotonically nondecreasing as new information is incorporated into it.
Non-divergence is achieved with CI by choosing a particular measure, e.g., determinant, that is minimized at
each fusion operation. This measure then represents a
non-divergence criterion because the size of the estimate
covariance according to the selected measure never increases. 5
5
Unlike the linear Kalman ﬁlter, the non-linear CI fusion operation
is not associative. Therefore, the iterative application of CI to process a
sequence of estimates is suboptimal with respect to a batch application
of CI to simultaneously fuse the set of estimates. However, the iterative
application of CI still guarantees consistency and non-divergence.
Appendix A provides a formal description and analysis of CI to
elucidate its various properties. Appendix B describes generalizations
that allow CI to exploit partial known statistical relationships. These
generalizations subsume the Kalman ﬁlter as a special case. Appendix
C addresses common misconceptions about CI.

The notions of consistency and non-divergence are
directly pertinent to the decentralized data fusion
problem. Speciﬁcally, it is possible to maintain consistency within the context of a general distributed network
of information processing nodes as long as each node
only broadcasts consistent estimates and performs data
fusion with implicit joint covariances that are guaranteed to be consistent [13]. However, any practical data
fusion system is susceptible to faults that may lead to
violations of estimate consistency. Robustness to such
faults is necessary to maintain the integrity of the information in the system; otherwise, the occurrence of a
single spurious estimate could lead to the progressive
corruption of every piece of information in the network.

6. Covariance Union (CU)
CI addresses the general form of the data fusion
problem for mean and covariance estimates, but in
practice a diﬀerent problem can arise before data fusion
can even be performed. Speciﬁcally, what is to be done if
two estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ, purportedly relating to
the state of the same real-world object, are determined
to be mutually inconsistent with each other, i.e., the
diﬀerences between their means is much larger than
what can be expected based on their respective error
covariance estimates? For example, if two mean position
estimates diﬀer by more than a kilometer, but their respective covariances suggest that each mean is accurate
to within a meter, then clearly something is wrong.
One mechanism for detecting statistically signiﬁcant
deviations between estimates is to compute Mahalanobis distances [16,27]. The Mahalanobis distance between estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ is deﬁned as
T

1

ða  bÞ ðA þ BÞ ða  bÞ;

ð9Þ

which is essentially just the squared distance between the
means as normalized by the sum of their respective covariances. Intuitively, if the covariances are large, then a
large diﬀerence between the mean vectors a and b is not
surprising, so the Mahalanobis distance is small. However, if the covariances are very small, then even small
diﬀerences between the means may yield a large Mahalanobis distance. A large Mahalanobis distance may
tend to indicate that the estimates are not consistent
with each other, but a user-deﬁned threshold is required
to deﬁne what constitutes an acceptable deviation. 6
When the threshold is exceeded, the estimates are re-

6
It must be emphasized that the use of a threshold on Mahalanobis
distance is not the only possible mechanism for identifying potentially
spurious estimates, but some user-deﬁned mechanism is required.
Otherwise there is no way to distinguish fault conditions from low
probability events. In other words, models for fault conditions are
inherently application-speciﬁc.
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garded as being contradictory and some kind of action
must be taken. Resolving such inconsistencies among
estimates is referred to as deconﬂiction [18].
The Covariance Intersection method guarantees
consistency as long as the estimates to be fused are each
consistent. In the deconﬂiction problem it is only known
that one of the estimates, either ða; AÞ or ðb; BÞ, is a
consistent estimate of the state of the object of interest.
Because it is not generally possible to know which estimate is spurious, the only way to rigorously combine the
estimates is to form a unioned estimate, ðu; UÞ, that is
guaranteed to be consistent with respect to both of the
two estimates. Such a unioned estimate can be constructed by computing a mean vector u and covariance
matrix U such that
T

ð10Þ

T

ð11Þ

U P A þ ðu  aÞðu  aÞ ;
U P B þ ðu  bÞðu  bÞ ;

where some measure of the size of U, e.g., determinant,
is minimized. This CU of the two estimates can be
subsequently fused with other consistent estimates using
CI. (Note that the above deﬁnition of CU generalizes
immediately to the case of more than two estimates.
Further generalizations are discussed in Appendix B.)
Intuitively, the above equations simply say that if the
estimate ða; AÞ is consistent, then the translation of the
vector a to u will require its covariance to be enlarged by
the addition of a matrix at least as large as the outer
product of ðu  aÞ in order to be consistent. The same
reasoning applies if the estimate ðb; BÞ is consistent. CU
therefore determines the mean vector u having the
smallest covariance U that is large enough to guarantee
consistency regardless of which of the two given estimates is consistent. The resulting covariance may be
signiﬁcantly larger than either of the given covariances,
but this is an accurate reﬂection of the actual uncertainty that exists due to the conﬂict between the two
estimates. The key fact is that the CU estimate can be
used in any subsequent operation that requires consistency. For example, suppose diﬀerent emergency response personnel report precise, though mutually
inconsistent, estimates of the location to which a rescue
helicopter is to be dispatched. The resulting CU combined estimate may have a large covariance that is still
suﬃcient for the helicopter to reach the vicinity of the
emergency location.
As a simple example of a CU construction, consider
two estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ of the location of an
object observed from two nodes in a network. The estimate from the ﬁrst node places the mean position at
T
T
a ¼ ½0; 0 , and the second node places it at b ¼ ½4; 4 ,
and each has an error covariance equal to the identity
matrix I. If it is determined that the two estimates are
statistically inconsistent with each other, thus implying
that one of the estimates is not a consistent estimate of
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objectÕs location, then deconﬂiction must be performed.
The optimal CU deconﬂicted estimate can be determined (e.g., by using eﬃcient determinant optimization
routines [31]) to be
 


2
5 4
u¼
; U¼
:
ð12Þ
2
4 5
It is straightforward to verify that this estimate ðu; UÞ
is in fact consistent with respect to either/both of
the estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ. If ða; AÞ is a consistent
estimate of the targetÕs state, then the covariance U
for mean u must be greater than or equal to A þ
ðu  aÞðu  aÞT , which it is. It can be veriﬁed that the
estimate ðu; UÞ is similarly consistent with respect to the
estimate ðb; BÞ. Therefore, if either of the two estimates
represents a consistent estimate of the state of the object,
then the CU estimate is also consistent.
7. Fault-tolerant network information management
The real power of CU can be demonstrated in an
example of a distributed network of information processing nodes. In the most general case, a network may
have any connectivity, so no assumptions of acyclicity,
fully connectedness, nor any other special structure can
be made. In fact, the number of nodes and their connectivity may change dynamically such that the global
structure of the network is not known to any node at
any time. Consider the situation in which a network has
converged to a state in which all nodes contain the same
consistent information. More speciﬁcally, consider a
single estimate ða; AÞ that is stored at every node and
relates to some particular object of interest. If the estimate in a particular node is replaced with a spurious and
inconsistent estimate ða ; A Þ, what are the long-term
consequences for the consistency of the information in
the network as this spurious information propagates?
Suppose the spurious estimate is produced in node i
and that it deviates signiﬁcantly from the true state of
the object of interest. In other words, it is possible to
conclude that ða; AÞ and ða ; A Þ are incompatible because, e.g., their Mahalanobis distance exceeds a chosen
threshold. Two cases can be considered: synchronous
and asynchronous information exchange.
In the synchronous case, node i and an adjacent node
exchange their respective estimates ða ; A Þ and ða; AÞ.
Both nodes independently determine that the estimates
are inconsistent with each other. Given that neither node
can determine which of the estimates is spurious, both
apply CU to produce a consistent estimate ðu; UÞ. At
this point the spurious estimate ða ; A Þ has been eliminated from the network and replaced with a consistent
estimate. Importantly, consistency has been restored to
the network without having to speciﬁcally determine
which estimate was spurious. The only information cost
comes from the fact that the consistent estimate ða; AÞ in
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EXAMPLE
(a) Suppose that one node contains a corrupted

estimate (a*, A*) and communicates with a
node containing a valid estimate (a, A).

(a*, A*)

(a, A)

(Communications links
to other nodes in network)

(b) Each node recognizes that its received

estimate is inconsistent with its local
estimate. Both nodes resolve the
inconsistency by replacing the two
estimates with the CU estimate (u, U).

(u, U)

(u, U)

Each CU estimate has a larger covariance,
but it is guaranteed to be consistent. The
spurious estimate is gone.
(c)

If any other node contains the valid
estimate (a, A), each node below will
receive that estimate and fuse it via
CI with its local estimate. This will
restore the network to its original state
before the spurious estimate was
introduced.
(a, A)

(a, A)

Neither node ever identifies which
estimate was spurious. Fault-tolerance
is an emergent property of CI/CU.
Fig. 1. (a) Two nodes contain mutually inconsistent estimates; (b) CU
resolves the inconsistency between estimates and (c) CI incorporates
better estimates from other nodes.

the adjacent node has been replaced with an estimate
that has a potentially much larger covariance. However,
subsequent communications with other nodes will cause,
via CI data fusion, the CU estimates to be replaced with
the original estimate ða; AÞ. 7 In other words, the network returns to its original converged state. (See the
example in Fig. 1a–c.)
Although the synchronous case provides insight into
the workings of the CI/CU information management
7

This is because, as discussed in the previous section, if CI is given
estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ, A < B, the fused estimate will be ða; AÞ.
The CU estimate satisﬁes U > A, so the CI fused estimate is ða; AÞ.

mechanism, the more general asynchronous case reveals
its ﬂexibility. In the asynchronous case there are two
ways in which the spurious estimate can be combined
with information from other nodes
1. The consistent estimate ða; AÞ is transmitted to node i
from an adjacent node.
2. The inconsistent estimate ða ; A Þ is transmitted from
node i to an adjacent node.
In the ﬁrst case, the trigger for deconﬂiction occurs
and the two estimates are unioned using CU. The resulting consistent estimate ðu; UÞ replaces the inconsistent one at node i. At this point the estimate ða ; A Þ is
gone from the network, and all estimates in the network
are consistent, though not identical. Subsequent receipt
of information at node i from other nodes will not
trigger deconﬂiction, and because A 6 U, CI will fuse the
estimates ðu; UÞ and ða; AÞ to produce the original estimate ða; AÞ. This returns the network to exactly the
same state that it was in after convergence and before
the spurious estimate was introduced.
In the second case, a node adjacent to node i receives
the spurious estimate. Deconﬂiction is triggered and the
estimate in the node is replaced with the CU estimate
ðu; UÞ. At this point node i still contains the spurious
estimate, and the estimate in the adjacent node has been
degraded, although it is consistent. Subsequent communications among nodes can produce one of the following situations:
1. If node i receives information from another node
(other than the one containing the degraded estimate), then its inconsistent estimate is replaced with
ðu; UÞ, and ða ; A Þ is gone from the network. Subsequent CI fusion steps will cause all CU estimates to
be replaced with ða; AÞ, and the network returns to
its original state.
2. If the adjacent node receives another transmission
from node i, then deconﬂiction will not be triggered
because ða ; A Þ and ðu; UÞ are not incompatible estimates. The consequence is that CI will be applied to
fuse the two estimates, and the adjacent node will
now store the spurious estimate ða ; A Þ. Note that
this can only occur if node i transmits its estimate
twice to the adjacent node before either node receives
information from any other node in the network. At
this point, the spurious estimate has proliferated to
another node.
The key observation to be made is that most sequences of communications result in the complete
elimination of the spurious estimate. However, it is
possible to construct a sequence of communications
among nodes that causes the spurious estimate to
propagate from one node to another. This propagation
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is tied strongly to the relative number of spurious and
non-spurious estimates transmitted in the network.
Speciﬁcally, every time the spurious estimate is transmitted to a node containing the estimate ða; AÞ, the
latter estimate is replaced with a CU estimate. The relative likelihood of that CU estimate being fused via CI
with a consistent versus an inconsistent estimate is then
directly related to the relative numbers of consistent and
inconsistent estimates in the network. If the majority of
the estimates are consistent, then one can expect the
network to ultimately converge to its original state. The
behavior of the network can only be analyzed probabilistically because of the stochastic nature of unrestricted
asynchronous communications among nodes. Absolute
convergence can only be guaranteed under more restrictive modes of network communications.
The above example assumes that it is possible to
recognize that the spurious estimate is inconsistent with
current estimates in the network so that deconﬂiction is
triggered and CU is applied. This is typically the case
when the spurious estimate is produced by a sensor
failure or human data entry error, but what happens if
an adversary exploits knowledge of the estimates in the
network and constructs an inconsistent estimate that
falls just below the deconﬂiction threshold? In such a
case the spurious estimate will be fused with estimates in
the network, thus pulling them toward inconsistency.
However, the deconﬂiction threshold imposes a strong
limit on the deviation between the spurious and real
estimates, so the absolute impact of a spurious estimate
on the information in the network is strongly limited.
The only way an adversary can completely corrupt the
information in the network is to continually introduce
many spurious estimates at points throughout the network to progressively drive all estimates further and
further away from ground truth.
It is a remarkable fact that the combination of CI and
CU can, in many cases, completely eliminate spurious
pieces of information that may be introduced as the
result of intentional or unintentional data corruption.
This is important because as a network grows, the
number of points of failure increases. Also important is
the fact that the CI/CU mechanism does not exploit
anything beyond the information local to a node. When
a node is faced with the deconﬂiction of the estimates
ða; AÞ and ða ; A Þ, the conﬂict is ultimately resolved
without having to, e.g., resort to a global examination of
information in the network to try to ascertain which
estimate is spurious. The combination of CI and CU
therefore oﬀers truly decentralized fault tolerance.
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mean and covariance estimates with a single provably
consistent one. In order to guarantee that this combined
estimate is consistent with the actual state of the object of
interest, its error covariance must be large enough to
compensate for the amount of deviation that exists
between the two given estimates. If there is a large deviation, then the covariance of the combined estimate will
be relatively much larger than the covariances of the
given estimates. However, if there is no way to determine
which of the two estimates conservatively reﬂects the
actual state of the object of interest, then a large covariance reﬂects the true degree of uncertainty that exists.
The combination of CU and CI provides a consistent
and fault-tolerant solution for the network information
management problems that arise in decentralized command and control applications. Speciﬁcally, CI ensures
that the fusion of consistent estimates from diﬀerent
nodes produces consistent fused estimates under all circumstances without any restrictions placed on the topology of the network. CU complements CI by oﬀering a
mechanism for handling situations in which inconsistent
estimates enter the network. The combination of CI and
CU causes estimates that are inconsistent with the consensus of estimates in the network to be either ﬁltered out
or at least limited in their ability to proliferate. This
provides robustness to a data fusion network that could
otherwise be undermined by the introduction of even a
single spurious estimate. Most importantly, this robustness is an emergent property of the local application of
CI and CU operations at each node.
In summary, the CU theory provides a general and
mathematically rigorous mechanism for estimate deconﬂiction that can be applied directly in general decentralized data fusion systems. However, the CU
approach is likely to ﬁnd uses in a broader range of
applications in which mean and covariance estimates are
maintained. Examples include almost any current application of the Kalman ﬁlter or CI, e.g., for control or
tracking. For example, CU can be used to augment
multi-hypothesis methods for dealing with assignment
ambiguity when system resource limits have been
reached in multiple-target tracking applications. In this
context it oﬀers an alternative to assumed probability
distribution-based methods [15]. CU can also be used to
produce consistent estimates for predictions from multiple models when the identity of the correct model is not
known. More generally, CU and CI can be applied to
complement each other in a variety of applications for
which the conditions required by the Kalman ﬁlter
cannot be satisﬁed.
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Appendix A. Consistency and tightness of CI
Although the CI fusion method is generally deﬁned in
Section 5, this appendix provides formal analyses of its
properties and special structures. To simplify the exposition, all estimates are assumed to be in the same state
space, but standard methods can be applied to accommodate estimates in diﬀerent state spaces when the
projection from one state space to the other is known
[2,17]. It should also be noted that the term positive
deﬁnite will be used to refer to matrices that may also be
positive semideﬁnite. In some cases algebraic manipulations may implicitly assume strict positive deﬁniteness
when taking inverses, but almost all results in this appendix can be derived more generally to accommodate
singular matrices.
One way to think about the general mean and covariance data fusion problem is to explicitly represent
the joint covariance structure that implicitly exists between a given pair of estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ


A X
;
ðA:1Þ
XT B
where X represents the actual, but unknown, cross covariance between the two estimates. If X were known,
then it would be possible to apply more general formulations of the Kalman ﬁlter equations to produce an
optimal fused estimate. Unfortunately, these generalizations only guarantee consistency if the cross covariance is known exactly, i.e., it cannot be conservatively
approximated in any way analogous to the way conservative covariance estimates are used.
Without knowledge of X, the only way to ensure
consistency in the application of the Kalman ﬁlter is to
identify a joint covariance that is guaranteed to be
consistent based on the information available. In the
present context, therefore, a joint covariance matrix M
must be determined such that


A X
MP
ðA:2Þ
XT B
for every possible cross covariance X. It can be inferred from the symmetry of the unknown cross covariance information (i.e., M must be consistent for
any instantiation X ¼ X and for X ¼ X) that the oﬀdiagonal blocks of M should be zero, and its diagonal
blocks must be suﬃciently larger than A and B to
account for the eﬀects of all possible degrees of correlation among the error components of the mean
estimates a and b.
A consistent and tight joint covariance M can be
generated by selecting a scalar value x, 0 6 x 6 1, and
verifying that

1
 
A
0
A X
x
:
ðA:3Þ
P
1
0 ð1xÞ
B
XT B

An examination of the diﬀerence between the xparameterized covariance, which will be referred to as
the CI joint covariance, and the unknown joint covariance yields the following. 8
"
# 

1
A
0
A X
x

1
0 ð1xÞ
B
XT B
2
3

1
1 A
X
x
5
ðA:4Þ
¼4
1

1
B
XT
ð1xÞ
" ð1xÞ
#
A
X
x
¼
:
ðA:5Þ
x
XT ð1xÞ
B
In order to prove consistency, the above diﬀerence
must be positive semideﬁnite. This condition can be established using the contraction criterion [10], which
states that for any positive semideﬁnite matrices A and B
with cross covariance X, the partitioned matrix


A X
ðA:6Þ
XT B
is positive semideﬁnite if and only if there is a contraction matrix X such that:
X ¼ A1=2 XBT =2 ;

ðA:7Þ

where a contraction matrix is simply a matrix whose
largest singular value is less than or equal to unity.
Therefore, if the partitioned matrix represents the joint
covariance with unknown X, then the above equation
deﬁnes the set of admissable instantiations of X.
Applying the contraction criterion to the diﬀerence
matrix in Eq. (A.5) reveals the following:

1=2 
1=2
ð1  xÞ
x
A
B
X¼
X
ðA:8Þ
x
ð1  xÞ

1=2
ð1  xÞx
A1=2 XB1=2
ðA:9Þ
¼
xð1  xÞ
¼ A1=2 X0 B1=2 ;

ðA:10Þ

where X0 is just a re-labeling of the set of all possible
contraction matrices (the singular values of a contraction are invariant with respect to changes in sign). Thus,
the condition for the diﬀerence matrix of Eq. (A.5) to be
positive semideﬁnite is equivalent to the condition required for the original joint covariance to be positive
semideﬁnite. In other words, the CI joint covariance is
consistent with respect to the true unknown joint covariance if and only if the unknown joint covariance is
positive deﬁnite. This establishes biconditional tightness
for the x-parameterized family of joint covariances.
The above CI result based on the contraction criterion can be applied to deduce solutions to variety of
8
This analysis of CI follows the original tightness and consistency
analysis in Appendix 14 of [25].
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related problems. For example, some ﬁltering applications (e.g., weather modeling [24], simultaneous localization and map building [25], and other large state
space problems) cannot aﬀord the computational resources necessary to maintain large covariance matrices.
It is therefore necessary to approximate a full covariance
(or submatrix thereof) with one that is block diagonal,
e.g.,

 

P 0
A Y
P
;
ðA:11Þ
0 Q
YT B
when the cross covariance Y is known. Using the contraction criterion, it is possible to deduce


 
A Y
0
A þ YS1 YT
P 0:
ðA:12Þ

YT B
0
BþS
This can be veriﬁed by applying the criterion to the
diﬀerence matrix
 1 T

YS Y Y
;
ðA:13Þ
YT
S
which for X ¼ I, satisﬁes
Y ¼ YSð1=2Þ XS1=2
¼ Y:

9

ðA:14Þ
ðA:15Þ

Thus, the condition holds for all S, where S can be
computed to minimize any chosen measure of covariance size. 10 The family of upper bound covariances can
also be characterized in the form


AþS
0
;
ðA:16Þ
0
B þ YT S1 Y
which is required when the dimensionality of B is greater
than that of A. It should be noted that the above results
can be applied to eliminate any subset of non-zero cross
covariance terms in the approximation of a general covariance matrix by applying (implicitly) permutation
matrices to group the designated terms into a single
block. The same procedure can also be repeated to
eliminate multiple blocks.
The formulation of Eq. (A.3) can be extended to
apply to any number of estimates. For example, a joint
covariance can been generated for estimates ða1 ; A1 Þ,
ða2 ; A2 Þ; . . . ; ðan ; An Þ in inverse form as

9
Because the actual cross covariance is given (Y is not a variable),
all that is needed to verify consistency is to identify a particular
contraction matrix that satisﬁes the criterion. This contrasts with the
CI problem in which X parameterizes a family of joint covariances, the
true value of which is unknown.
10
Simon Julier has applied SVD methods to obtain a minimum
trace solution directly (personal correspondence).

2

x1 A1
1
6 0
6
6
4 0
0

0
x2 A1
2
0
0
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0
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0
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xn A1
n

3
7
7
7:
5

ðA:17Þ

A consistent augmented joint covariance that includes
an estimate ðanþ1 ; Anþ1 Þ can be constructed as
2
3
3
2
0
0
0
x1 A1
1
6
7
6
x2 A1
0
0 7
2
7
7
6 ð1  x Þ6 0
0
7
7
6
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.
..
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0
0
7
6
5
4
0
0
0 xn A1
n

0

xnþ1 A1
nþ1
ðA:18Þ

Pn

Because 1 ¼ i¼1 xi ,P it must be the case that
1 ¼ xnþ1 þ ð1  xnþ1 Þ ni¼1 xi , so the weights sum appropriately. However, there is no constraint that the
relative weightings given by x1 ; . . . ; xn must be maintained in the computation of xnþ1 . The sequential
pairwise CI fusion of a maintained estimate with each
newly obtained estimate implicitly assumes such a constraint. The augmented joint covariance that yields the
best possible fused estimate must be computed by jointly
optimizing over the n þ 1 parameters x1 ; . . . ; xnþ1 ,
which is the reason why, unlike the Kalman ﬁlter, the CI
fusion operation is non-associative.
The CI fusion equations for n estimates with completely unknown degrees of correlation (cross covariance) can be obtained from the inverse Kalman ﬁlter
equations applied to the inverse CI joint covariance

1
T 1
T 1
C ¼ x1 HT1 A1
;
1 H1 þ x2 H2 A2 H2 þ  þ xn Hn An Hn
ðA:19Þ


T 1
T 1
c ¼ C x1 HT1 A1
1 a1 þ x2 H2 A2 a2 þ    þ xn Hn An an ;
ðA:20Þ
where Hi is the transformation from the state space of
the fused estimate to the state space of estimate i (see
[19] for the form of the fused mean when Hi is a linearized approximation to a non-linear transformation).
The x values can be computed to maximize the determinant of the inverse covariance (hence minimizing the
determinant of the covariance) using a variety of standard convex and semideﬁnite programming packages
[4,31]. In the case of two estimates, optimizing the single
variable x is particularly eﬃcient after the covariances
have been simultaneously diagonalized.
In contexts in which all past information is summarized in the form of a single mean and covariance
estimate, the sequential application of CI maximally
exploits all information available at each update, but a
better (smaller covariance) summary of the information
in a sequence of estimates can be generated from the
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batch fusion of the past estimates if they are available.
In either context, the application of CI (with a ﬁxed
measure of the size of the fused covariance at each application) guarantees consistency and non-divergence
for any sequence of consistent mean and covariance
estimates.

Appendix B. Split covariance estimates
CI can be applied in a more general context to exploit
partial information about the degree of correlation that
exists between a given estimate and other estimates with
which it may be fused. Speciﬁcally, the CI equations can
be generalized to accommodate estimates maintained in
split covariance form [12]. A split covariance is one in
which a consistent error covariance matrix can be determined for errors in the mean that are known to be
statistically independent of errors in other estimates.
This known independence can be exploited in the Split
CI equations to provide an optimal hybrid of CI and
Kalman. In order to apply CU with Split CI, it is necessary to generalize CU to be applied with split covariance estimates.
B.1. Split Covariance Intersection
CI and the Kalman ﬁlter represent opposite extremes
with respect to their assumptions about two given estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ when no other information is
available about their statistical relationship. The Kalman ﬁlter implicitly assumes that the two estimates are
uncorrelated while CI implicitly assumes that the two
estimates may have any possible cross covariance, e.g.,
they may be completely correlated or anti-correlated.
Consequently, the Kalman ﬁlter tends to underestimate
the covariance of the error in its fused estimates while CI
tends to overestimate the covariance. In practice, however, it is common to encounter mixtures of information
in which some statistical relationships are known and
some are not.
The CI joint covariance for estimates ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ
can be expressed (see Appendix A) as
   1

A
0
a
x
;
;
ðB:1Þ
1
0 ð1xÞ
B
b
which is guaranteed to be consistent for whatever true,
but unknown, cross covariance exists between the errors
in the two estimates. Now suppose that a ¼ a1 þ a2 and
b ¼ b1 þ b2 , where a1 and b1 are correlated to an unknown degree, while the errors associated with a2 and b2
are assumed to be independent. Also, let the respective
covariances of the components be A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 .
From the above results we can form a consistent joint
system can be formed as



 1
A þ A2
a1 þ a2
; x 1
0
b1 þ b2



0
1
B
1x 1

þ B2

;

where the covariance is just the sum of
1
 

A
0
A2 0
x 1
þ
:
1
0
B
0 B2
1x 1

ðB:2Þ

ðB:3Þ

1
B
A byproduct of the above derivation is that x1 A þ 1x
represents a consistent covariance for a þ b when a and
b are correlated to an unknown extent. This operation is
referred to as Covariance Addition (CA). 11
1
Letting A ¼ x1 A1 þ A2 and B ¼ 1x
B1 þ B2 , the following generalized CI equations can be obtained from
the inverse Kalman ﬁlter equations (see Eqs. (3) and (4)):
1

C ¼ ½A1 þ B1 
"
1 
1 #1
1
1
A1 þ A2
B1 þ B2
¼
þ
;
x
1x

ðB:4Þ



c ¼ A1 a þ B1 b
"
1

1 #
1
1
A1 þ A2
B1 þ B2
¼C
aþ
b ;
x
1x
ðB:5Þ
where the known independence of the errors associated
with a2 and b2 is exploited.
Although the above generalization of CI exploits
available knowledge about independent error components, further exploitation is impossible because the
combined covariance C is formed from both independent and correlated error components. However, CI
can be generalized to maintain separate covariance
components, C1 and C2 , reﬂecting the correlated and
known-independent error components, respectively. This
generalization is referred to as Split CI.
Letting ~a1 and ~a2 be the correlated and knownindependent error components of a, with ~
b1 and ~
b2
similarly deﬁned for b, the errors ~c1 and ~c2 can be
expressed in information (inverse covariance) form as
C1 ð~c1 þ ~c2 Þ ¼ A1 ð~a1 þ ~a2 Þ þ B1 ð~b1 þ ~b2 Þ;

ðB:6Þ

from which the following can be obtained after premultiplying by C
i
h
ð~c1 þ ~c2 Þ ¼ C A1 ð~a1 þ ~a2 Þ þ B1 ð~b1 þ ~b2 Þ :
ðB:7Þ
Squaring both sides, taking expectations, collecting
independent terms, and letting A ¼ x1 A1 þ A2 and
1
B ¼ 1x
B1 þ B2 yields

11

Note that the CA result can be used to construct an alternative
covariance normalizing term in the Mahalanobis distance expression
when comparing potentially correlated estimates.
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C2 ¼ ðA1 þ B1 Þ1 ðA1 A2 A1 þ B1 B2 B1 Þ
1

ðA1 þ B1 Þ ;

ðB:8Þ

where the non-independent part can be obtained simply
by subtracting the above result from the overall fused
1
covariance C ¼ ðA1 þ B1 Þ , in other words,
C1 ¼ ðA1 þ B1 Þ1  C2 :

ðB:9Þ

The above analysis applies to two estimates, but it
can also be applied to generate a batch estimate that
optimally combines more than two estimates. Split CA
equations can be similarly derived. These results can be
further generalized to include known cross covariances,
e.g.,

 1

A1 þ A2
Y
a1 þ a2
; x
;
ðB:10Þ
1
b1 þ b2
B þ B2
YT
1x 1
where the covariance is the sum of
1
 

A
0
A2 Y
x 1
þ
1
0
B
YT B2
1x 1

ðB:11Þ

in which Y is the known cross covariance between ~a2
and ~
b2 . Alternatively, the result of Eq. (A.12) can be
applied to maintain block diagonality by eliminating Y.
B.2. Split Covariance Union
Let the estimate ða; AÞ be represented in split covariance form ða; A1 ; A2 Þ, where A2 is the covariance of
the known independent errors in a and A ¼ A1 þ A2 .
The generalized CU problem is to union this estimate
with an estimate ðb; B1 ; B2 Þ to produce a split CU estimate ðu; U1 ; U2 Þ. This can be achieved as follows: the
standard CU equations are applied to the non-split
forms of the estimates to produce the non-split CU estimate ðu; UÞ. The independent component of the CU,
covariance U2 , can then be determined as the largest
covariance matrix satisfying the following inequalities:
U2 6 A2 ;

ðB:12Þ

U2 6 B2 :

ðB:13Þ

In words, the above inequalities say that independent
errors exist with a covariance that is greater than U2
regardless of which estimate is consistent and which is
spurious. Because this statistical independence can be
exploited by the Split CI equations to produce better
fused estimates, there is beneﬁt to be gained by determining the largest possible consistent estimate of U2 ,
e.g., with the largest determinant. However, when CU is
applied in conjunction with CI, the best possible estimate can be obtained by jointly optimizing U2 along
with the x parameters in the CI equations to minimize
the resulting covariance. For example, U2 can be determined so as to yield the smallest covariance in a
subsequent CI step; or alternatively, the x values can be
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selected during a CI step to minimize the covariance U
of a subsequent CU step. In general, the best possible
estimates are obtained by jointly optimizing as many CI,
CA, and CU parameters as possible to exploit as much
information as is available. 12
It should also be noted that under some circumstances the outer product diﬀerence in the means can be
included in the independent component of the split CU
estimate. The determination must be made based on
how the estimate subsequently will be used, e.g., the
diﬀerence between the means for a pair of observed
objects will certainly be correlated with the diﬀerence at
a subsequent observation.

Appendix C. The CI framework
This appendix brieﬂy addresses some common misconceptions about the CI approach to data fusion and
related problems. This requires ﬁrst summarizing the
principal contributions of the CI framework for data
fusion, which are [25]:
1. A rigorous notion of estimate consistency. CI is
founded on the deﬁnition of a consistent estimate
ða; AÞ as being one in which A P E½~a~aT , and CI guarantees that the fusion of consistent estimates always
yields consistent estimates. Most traditional ﬁlter/
fusion algorithms have been founded on Bayesian
or other probabilistic principles that demand much
more restrictive conditions and assumptions, e.g.,
that the mean vector a is an unbiased estimate of
the conditional mean. The consistency criterion represents a rigorous alternative principle that oﬀers
much greater algorithm design ﬂexibility.
2. A rigorous notion of ﬁlter non-divergence. The term
convergence has been used traditionally to describe
the performance of a static ﬁlter/fusion algorithm as
it processes a sequence of mean and covariance estimates. Speciﬁcally, the estimates produced by the algorithm are said to converge if they monotonically
approach some limiting estimate (steady state). CI
deﬁnes a more relaxed property, non-divergence, that
requires only that the algorithmÕs estimates are nonincreasing with respect to some ﬁxed measure of
covariance size. 13 Designing an algorithm that is
provably non-divergent is considerably more tractable

12
Additional optimization parameters may be introduced if block
diagonality is maintained using the result of Eq. (A.12).
13
Note that the use of the term divergence here relates to estimate
degradation due to an intrinsic defect in a ﬁltering/fusion algorithm.
This is diﬀerent from application-speciﬁc degradation of estimates
resulting from the accumulation of data-dependent (e.g., over time)
uncertainty.
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in many applications than trying to establish more restrictive performance guarantees.

mate while the Kalman ﬁlter produces an inconsistent
estimate.

Because there are very few analogs between CI and the
Bayesian treatments of the Kalman ﬁlter presented in
most textbooks, there is a natural inclination to try to
interpret CI from a Bayesian perspective. Whether or
not this is possible, it is reasonable to consider whether
anything can be achieved by doing so.
The original derivation of the Kalman ﬁlter was
based on orthogonal projection theory, and the fact that
there exists a simple Bayesian interpretation of the result
when error distributions are Gaussian was presented
only as an interesting sidelight [14]. However, many
subsequent references on the Kalman ﬁlter only present
the Bayesian interpretation, and a consequence is that
many engineers believe that the Kalman ﬁlter requires
assumptions of Gaussianity. 14 Given that the Bayesian
interpretation of the Kalman ﬁlter imposes many more
restrictions, it is reasonable to question what is gained
from such an interpretation. A reliable ﬁlter/fusion algorithm should have rigorous theoretical performance
guarantees under assumptions that can be satisﬁed in
practice, otherwise there is no way to relate theoretical
analysis to practical expected performance. CIÕs consistency guarantee is rigorous under assumptions that are
easily satisﬁed in practice.
A common misconception about CI arises from attempts to compare it to the Kalman ﬁlter. CI was developed to address problems in which the Kalman
independence (or known cross covariance) assumptions
cannot be satisﬁed. In other words, CI and the Kalman
ﬁlter are optimal for disjoint classes of problems, so
there is no basis for comparing their relative performance. However, it is sometimes suggested [6] that CI is
‘‘too conservative’’ when compared to the Kalman ﬁlter.
Such a statement can only be interpreted under conditions that fail to satisfy the assumptions of one or both
of the ﬁlters. For example, consider the fusion of two
given estimates under the following circumstances:

CI produces consistent estimates in all three cases, and is
optimal in one case. The Kalman ﬁlter is optimal in one
case and inconsistent in the others. Therefore it is diﬃcult to make a generic claim that CI is ‘‘too conservative.’’ As discussed in Appendix B, however, CI can be
generalized to subsume the Kalman ﬁlter for accommodating combinations of independent error processes
and error processes with unknown degrees of correlation. When complete independence can be assumed, split
CI is equivalent to the Kalman ﬁlter; and its performance is equivalent to standard CI when no cross covariance information is available. In summary, CI and
its various generalizations provide optimal solutions to a
broad range of data fusion and ﬁltering problems for
mean and covariance estimates.

1. The two estimates are independent. In this case the
Kalman ﬁlter produces an optimal fused estimate
while CI produces a consistent, though suboptimal,
estimate.
2. The two estimates are completely correlated. In this
case CI produces an optimal fused estimate while
Kalman produces an inconsistent estimate.
3. The two estimates are partially correlated. In this case
CI produces a consistent, though suboptimal, esti-

14
In fact, one commonly cited motivation for investigating the use
of neural networks and similar methods in traditional ﬁltering and
control applications is the claim that the Kalman ﬁlter imposes
restrictive Gaussianity assumptions that often cannot be satisﬁed.
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